
re-imagine mobile videoconferencingre-imagine mobile videoconferencing
mobile videoconferencing solution for greater flexibility and ROI

Imagine a Videoconference System that can be used from any room in your office - from the most spacious boardroom 

to the smallest of meeting rooms. The Actis Mobile Videoconferencing Unit is a standards compliant unit, which uses an 

open architecture and can include all the components for an exceptional High-Definition experience.  
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Should be intuitive 

and easy to use 

with minimal training

Should be self-contained

and meet most video

conferencing needs

Should be flexible enough

to relocate to different 

rooms and plug-and-play

Should provide a 

high quality

interaction experience

Improving 
the ROI for 
video conferencing 
facilities



Actis MVU (Mobile Videoconference Unit)

Videoconferencing is a powerful business tool. 

But with increased demand for videoconferencing, organisations 

often need more flexibility than that offered by fixed installations.

The Actis MVU comprises of self-sufficient, integrated 

videoconferencing systems that are internally pre-wired and 

mounted on a trolley with castors to make them conveniently mobile. 

Every component required for videoconferencing is built into a 

single, convenient and robust unit.Compact, 
mobile, self-sufficient
HD videoconferencing
system

Simple integrated

connector panel

Single and Dual

Plasma / LCD Displays

HD video quality (upto 1080p@60 fps), point to point or multi-point capability

Integrated display, camera, codec, mic and speakers

Can be moved from room-to-room on castors without disassembly

Realtime sharing of your PC screen at native resolution

Pre-configured for VC calling in minutes with ISDN and IP support

High-definition

Self-contained

Mobile Trolley

Collaboration

Easy setup

Say hello to the Actis MVU

Note: The Actis MVU is designed for custom installs. Hence individual electronic components 

are to be purchased separately.



Improve communication & collaboration

Use the Actis MVU to improve communication and collaboration across your organisation 

- and save on time and money, while boosting productivity!

Meetings of the Board Cross-location TrainingSales Team Meetings Recruitment InterviewsCustomer Interactions

commuting

travel costs

venue bookings

equipment hire

time wasted

time saving

cost savings

productivity

efficiency

collaboration
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REDUCED INCREASED



Time 
is the longest distance
between two places.
Tennessee Williams
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